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1. Underline neatly the correct item in the list given in brackets:  

 

i) I feel the cost of living (will continue / has continued/ was continuing) to rise in 

the years to come. 

 

ii) The stock-take (will be completed/ had been completed / will have been 

completed) before the annual audit was conducted. 

 

iii) Now I (know / am knowing/have known) how to conduct a business meeting. 

 

iv) All shareholders (invited/ were invited / are inviting) to the meeting but not 

everybody was present.   

 

v) We (have been working / had been working/ are working) very hard since we 

joined this programme. 

 

vi) When this course ends I (shall have worked / shall be working / shall work) 

harder than never before.    

 

vii) I (would have made / would make / had made) a good impression at the interview 

if I had spoken more fluently in English. 

 

viii) Leela (used to work / would work /had been working) as a nurse before marriage 

but now she is a housewife.  

 

ix) We (were doing / did/had done / will do) an audit when the power failed. 

 

x) The people (have been evacuated / were evacuated / were evacuating) before the 

landslide occurred.  
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xi) All public quoted companies (required / are required / have required / being 

required / requiring) to submit their annual reports to the Securities and Exchange 

Commission. 

 

xii) All the stock takes are over and now we (know / were knowing / known / will be 

knowing / are knowing) what items are missing. 
 

xiii) The Personnel Manager’s suggestions (discussing / are being discussed/ 

discussed / discuss / are discussed) by the committee at this moment. 

 

xiv) Nowadays most workers (do / used to do / have done / are doing / did) overtime. 

xv) Latecomers (are being warned / have been warned  / are warned /     

have warned / warned) twice already. 
 

xvi) Before the meeting ended most of the shareholders (have left /  
had left  / will leave / are leaving / leave) the hall.    

 
xvii) We (had been working / have been working / worked / are working / were 

working) hard since the beginning of this year. 

xviii) The chairman (was addressing / is addressing / has addressed / will address / 

addresses) the meeting when I entered the hall. 
 

xix) This computer (has been repaired / has repaired / repaired / is being repaired / 
had been repaired) several times this year. 

 
xx) Many parts of the country (affected / were affected / had been affected / was 

being affected / will be affected) by the heavy floods in May 2016. 
 

xxi) Your suggestion (discussing / is being discussed / discussed / discusses / is 

discussed) by the staff at this moment.  

 

xxii) Most of the city (was flooded / flooded / had been flooded / was being flooded / 

had flooded) during the heavy monsoon rains last December. 
 

xxiii) He (would have replied / will reply / would reply / have replied) by email if he 

knew I wanted the information urgently. 
 

xxiv) Our roof (has been repaired / has repaired / repaired / is being repaired / had 

been repaired) several times this year but it is still leaking. 
 

xxv) When Deepani goes to work her baby (is looked after / was looked after / looking 

after / looks after / is being looked after) by her mother. 

 

     (50 marks) 
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2. Underline neatly the most suitable preposition from those given within brackets. 

 

(a) The student who got full marks was suspected (with / of/ by / for / about) 

cheating. 

 

(b) He asked many questions but they were not relevant (for / to / with / about / in) 

 the subject we were discussing. 

 

(c) She apologized (in / about / on / for / from) not keeping her promise. 

 

(d) All the candidates were considered well qualified (for / to / by / from / on) the 

post. 

 

(e) The manager insisted (in / on / by / from / to) knowing the reason for the shortfall. 

 

(f) He could not call himself a friend of the Minister but he was at least acquainted 

 (with / from / on / in / to) him.  

 

(g) The Director hinted (at / to / of / over / up) the possibility of a Christmas bonus 

 for all workers. 

 

(h) Women in most developing countries have been victims (of / from / by / through / 

 to) gender discrimination. 

 

(i) A friend is a person you should be able to count (by / for / with / on / in) when you 

 are in difficulties. 

 

(j) She decided (about / on / over / with / at / for) legal action to protect her own 

 reputation. 
 

  (20 marks) 

3.  “Nominee” means a person who is nominated. Write the word ending in “ee” for  

 

a)  a person who receives a payment:  payee 

 

b)   a person who receives a consignment:  consignee 
 

c)   a person who receives a grant:        grantee 
 

d)   a woman who receives a divorce:     divorcee 
 

e)   a person who holds a lease:            lessee 
 

(10 marks) 
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4 Read the following passage and answer the questions  that follow: 

 

We have to consider why some countries of the world today have a standard of living far 

higher than others – a contrast of wealth and poverty which threatens not only the 

happiness but also the peace of the world. 

Natural wealth varies from country to country. In some climates anything will grow; in 

others lack of rain or poor soil makes farming difficult. One region may be flat and easy 

to farm; another may be mountainous and hard to work. Mineral wealth may be abundant, 

scarce or absent.  Timber may be plentiful or rare. 

But variation in natural wealth does not alone make the difference between national 

wealth and national poverty. Human knowledge and skill can make a great deal of 

difference in the use of a country’s wealth. Suppose an undeveloped country to be short 

of farm land. Men with spades and axes and hand-ploughs can clear only a little extra 

ground each year; but with bulldozers large areas could be won for food-growing in a few 

months. Or a country may be flooded by heavy rains at one season of the year and may be 

rainless and dry during the other months; dams can be built, not only to store the water for 

use on the crops and to control the floods, but also to generate electricity to provide light 

and power. Rich minerals may bring wealth to a country or may lie under the ground 

unused because no mines have ever been sunk into the ground to gather them. 

If, on the average, every worker in a country produces more food or goods than are 

needed by himself and those dependent on him, then that country will be a wealthy. If, on 

the other hand, each worker’s production is low, then the country will be poor. The 

production of each man is the key to a nation’s living standards. 

There are two other things that considerably affect national wealth. Some areas of the 

world are affected by widespread diseases that kill a certain number but weaken more 

people than they kill. Among such diseases are malaria, yaws, the illnesses caused by 

parasites carried by water, and tuberculosis. The production of a country is naturally low 

where these illnesses are common, because many of the workers lack energy owing to the 

disease, or diseases, from which they suffer. In this case the trouble tends to increase, 

because sick people do not produce much and are therefore poor; and poor people fall 

easy victims to weakening disease.   

The other thing is the crowding of people into one area. Denmark is a highly fertile 

country with a population of about five million. It has a good standard of living and is one 

of the healthiest countries in the world.  But if its population were 25 million instead of 

five, the standard of living would be much lower, because Denmark would then be 

severely overpopulated, and its standard of health would drop too. Many of the countries 

which are called underdeveloped are severely overpopulated.  

 

Encircle the letter of the right answer.  
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1.   In paragraph 1 the author says that 

A.  because there is such a difference between rich and poor countries there is a 

 danger of  war. 

B.  the great difference in the standard of living between countries could cause 

 unhappiness and endanger peace. 

C.  the world is an unhappy and dangerous place because of the gap that exists  

  between the rich and poor countries. 

D.   the world is an unhappy and dangerous place because of the gap between the  

  wealthy and poor countries. 

 

2.  In paragraph 3 the writer suggests that the most fortunate countries are those which have 

A.  natural wealth as well as human knowledge and skill. 

B.  variation in natural wealth plus human knowledge and skill. 

C.  human knowledge and skill instead of natural wealth. 

D.  human knowledge and skill rather than natural wealth. 

 

3.  A country will have a higher standard of living if the workers produce 

A.  more food and goods than they need. 

B.  a sufficient amount to support themselves. 

C.  more than is necessary. 

D.  more than is needed by themselves and their families. 

 

4.  “There are two other things that considerably affect a nation’s wealth.” These are: 

A.  poverty and overpopulation. 

B.  overpopulation and lack of energy. 

C.  disease and overpopulation. 

D.  poverty and disease. 

 

5.  Quote the word which means “changes” (para 2): varies 

6.  Quote the word which means the opposite of “barren” (para6): fertile 
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7.  What do the two highlighted pronouns (para 6) refer to?              Denmark 

 True or False? 

 Of the six sentences below, tick those that are true: 

1.   Underdeveloped countries are usually short of farm land. 

2.   Poor people are more likely to catch diseases than are rich people. 

3.   Most under-developed countries are overpopulated.  

4.   If Denmark had more people it would have a low standard of living. 

5.   All diseases are very harmful to a nation’s economy. 

6.   Countries with rich natural resources are sometime poor. 

7.   People who live in the intermediate areas are not regarded as poor. 

 

(20 marks) 

 

 

 

Total Marks - 100 


